
frequencies must be identical to those
strongly absorbed by the 345 ppmv ofCO2
presently in the atmosphere (30). An in-
crease in H20 in the stratosphere also con-
tributes to an enhanced greenhouse trap-
ping of infrared radiation as an indirect
consequence of the CH4 increase. Finally,
the mutually self-limiting nature of the reac-
tions ofCH4 and CO with HO radical make
it plausible that the increase in CH4 mixing
ratio is at least partially the result of a
progressively lower steady stateHO concen-
tration over recent decades (16, 31). Predic-
tions of future trends in CH4 mixing ratios
will remain difficult without greatly im-
proved understanding of both its sources
and sinks.
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Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction Measurements of
Single-Crystal Hydrogen to 26.5 Gigapascals

H. K; MAO, A. P. JEPHCOAT, R. J. HEMLEY, L. W. FINGER, C. S. ZHA,
R. M. HAZEN, D. E. Cox

The crystal structure and equation of state of solid hydrogen have been determined
directly to 26.5 gigapascals at room temperature by new synchrotron x-ray diffraction
techniques. Solid hydrogen remains in the hexagonal close-packed structure under
these pressure-temperature conditions and exhibits increasing structural anisotropy
with pressure. The pressure-volume curve determined from the x-ray data represents
the most accurate experimental measurement of the equation of state to date in this
pressure range. The results remove the discrepancy between earlier indirect determina-
tions and provide a new experimental constraint on the molecular-to-atomic transition
predicted at higher pressures.

T HE BEHAVIOR OF SOLID HYDROGEN
at high pressures remains a funda-
mental problem in modem physics.

The theoretically predicted high-pressure
metallic phase ofhydrogen is potentially the
simplest metal (1) and may display exotic
dynamical properties including high-tem-
perature superconductivity (2). The proper-
ties of hydrogen under extreme pressures
also play a central role in modeling the
interiors of the giant planets and the early
evolution of the solar system (3). With the
recent steady progress in the maximum pres-
sure attainable in the diamond-anvil cell (4),
the insulator-to-metal transition in solid hy-
drogen may well be within range of static
compression experiments. Considerable ad-
vances have been made in the experimental

study of solid hydrogen at high pressure
during the last decade (5-12). Most recent-
ly, vibrational spectroscopic studies indicate
that hydrogen remains an insulating molec-
ular solid to -150 GPa, but the molecular
vibron undergoes a pronounced softening
above 30 to 50 GPa, which can be interpret-
ed as precursory to the transition to the
metallic state (7). Direct information on the
structure of solid hydrogen at high pressure
has been more difficult to obtain than vibra-
tional measurements, and indirect measure-

H. K. Mao, A. P. Jephcoat, R. J. Hemley, L. W. Finger,
C. S. Zha, R. M. Hazen, Geophysical Laboratory,
Camegie Institution of Washington, Washington, DC
20008.
D. E. Cox, Department ofPhysics, Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the two-cirde sys-
)

tem used for single-crystal x-ray diffraction in a / *n _
diamond-anvil cell with a polychromatic, synchro-
tron x-ray beam (not to scale). The sample is
confined between two 300-p.m diamond culets by _ x

a rhenium gasket with a hole 50 pm in diameter
toand 10 pm thick. The diamond-anvil cell is then rnc'%eI1

mounted on a two-circle rotation apparatus Diamond
equivalent to the X and a cirde of a four-circle -anvil
diffractometer. The X cirde consists of a full-cirde c

rotating stage coaxial with the load axis ofthe diamond anvils and is mounted on a second rotating stage
(o cirde) with a vertical axis perpendicular to both the diamond axis and to the plane of incident and
diffracted x-ray beams. With a fixed 20, a given reflection can be found as a peak in the energy-dispersive
x-ray spectrum (EDXS) when the diffiraction condition is satisfied for a specific combination ofX and w.

This energy-dispersive system eliminates the need to search with a 20 cirde and reduced the expected
100 hours of searching with a four-circle diffractometer (14) to a more practical 2-hour operation. The
incident synchrotron x-ray beam is collimated by a pair of adjustable slits, which result in a beam size of
the order 10 pm square, and the beam is aligned with the sample in the cell. The collimator on the
diffracted beam consists oftwo slits, one ofwhich is mounted close to the rear diamond anvil to provide
the necessary high spatial resolution and to reduce unwanted scattered radiation from the diamonds.
The x-ray-induced ruby fluorescence used for deternination of the pressure is measured with a
microoptical spectrometer system (not shown), which is aligned with the cell on the two-cirde
apparatus. The measurements were performed on beamline X7A at the National Synchrotron Light
Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory.

ments of the equation of state (EOS) of
hydrogen at pressures above 2.5 GPa differ
significantly (8-11). This uncertainty frus-
trates attempts to test the accuracy of theo-
retical models of dense hydrogen, including
predictions of the insulator-to-metal transi-
tion.

Direct determinations of crystal structure
and precise equations of state are best ob-
tained by single-crystal x-ray diffration tech-
niques. X-ray diffraction ofhydrogen at high
pressure, however, presents a great experi-
mental challenge. The x-ray diffraction in-
tensity, which is essentially proportional to
the square of atomic number Z, is intrinsi-
cally low in hydrogen (Z = 1). The sur-

rounding pressure vessel and the diamond
anvils comprise higher Z materials and pro-
duce a high background signal in any x-ray
experiment. Higher pressures in hydrogen
have been reached at the expense of signifi-
cantly smaller sample volumes-approxi-
mately 10 nI at 5 GPa, decreasing to 0.1 pl
at 150 GPa. Consequently, the intensity of
x-ray diffraction from such samples is weak.
Previous x-ray diffraction measurements
have been performed on large samples under
cryogenic conditions near ambient pressure
(13). Recently, we demonstrated that x-ray

difFraction can be used to determine directly
the structure of solid hydrogen in a dia-
mond-anvil cell in the gigapascal pressure
range with a conventional x-ray source and
diffractometer (14). The measurements were

made at 5.4 GPa and 300 K with a 10-nl
hydrogen sample. Successful diffraction
measurements at higher pressures proved
difficult, however, with a conventional tube
x-ray source, because of the required de-
crease in the workable sample volume at
higher pressure. In this case, the strongest
diffraction peak with a maxumum count rate
of 50 sec rapidly drops below the back-
ground of 15 sec-1 under increasing pres-
sure. In addition, the hydrogen single crys-
tals tend to fragment with increasing load in
the cell, thereby reducing scattering intensi-
ty.

One solution to these problems is provid-
ed by the higher x-ray intensities and fine
collimation available with synchrotron radi-
ation. In this report we present single-crystal
x-ray diffraction measurements as a function
of pressure to 26.5 GPa by the use of
synchrotron radiation techniques. A new

experimental method was designed involv-
ing a combination ofsingle-crystal and ener-

gy-dispersive diffraction techniques with

Table 1. Lattice parameters and molar volume ofsolid hydrogen to 26.5 GPa (300 K), where nref is the
number of reflections used in latice parameter fit. Number in parentheses is uncertainty in last decimal
place.

VP (GPa) n'rf a (A) c (A) da (cm3/mol)

5.40(3)* 5 2.659 (2) 4.334 (3) 1.630 (3) 7.992 (2)
10.1 (1) 4 2.5058 (6) 4.074 (1) 1.6260 (7) 6.671 (4)
15.0 (1) 4 2.393 (2) 3.885 (4) 1.624 (2) 5.799 (10)
21.4 (1) 2 2.308 (5)t 3.703 (5)t 1.604 (5) 5.145 (23)
26.5 (1) 2 2.259 (5)t 3.609 (5)t 1.594 (5) 4.791 (22)

*Mo-Ka sourcc (14). tUncertainty estimated from the statistcs in the EDX pattern.

polychromatic (white) radiation. Energy-
dispersive diffraction is employed to signifi-
cantly reduce the time expended searching
for reflections, and a diffracted-beam colli-
mating system is used to achieve high spatial
resolution at the sample and to reduce the
background signal arising from scattered
radiation from the diamond anvils. The ap-
paratus is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
Hydrogen was compressed in a diamond-
anvil high-pressure cell designed for single-
crystal x-ray diffraction (15). The pressure in
the diamond cell was increased above the
300 K freezing point at 5.4 GPa to form a

single crystal of hydrogen. The cell was
mounted on a two-cirde stage as shown in

the figure. Pressures were measured by ruby
fluorescence excited by the x-ray beam and
the quasi-hydrostatic ruby pressure scale was
used to calculate the pressure from the wave-
length shift of the ruby RI band (16).

Diffraction patterns at four pressures
above the room-temperature freezing point
up to a maximum pressure of26.5 GPawere
measured from a single sample (one run). A
representative energy-dispersive diffraction
pattem at 15 GPa from single-crystal hydro-
gen is shown in Fig. 2. The crystal structure
is observed to be hexagonal close packed
(hcp) with space group P63/mmc, in agree-
ment with previous structure determina-
tions at lower pressures (13, 14). The orien-
tation of the crystal was found to shift only
slightly with increasing pressure in the lower
pressure range, but significantly larger shifts
were observed at the two highest pressure

points. Although the peak count rate
dropped from -8 sec' at 15 GPa to 0.05
sec-i at the maximum pressure, the equa-
tion of state and lattice parameters could be
determined directly over the complete pres-
sure range of the study.
Table 1 summarizes the x-ray diffraction

data on solid hydrogen. The measured axial
ratio, cla, where c and a are the lattice
constants, is shown in Fig. 3 and appears to
decrease with pressure. In both the previous
low-temperature measurements (13) and
lower pressure diamond-anvil study (14), an

ideal cla value of 1.633 was found. A de-
crease in da with pressure indicates that the
solid is becoming anisotropic. Hence, al-
though there is no indication oforientation-
al ordering [such as that required by a

pressure-induced phase transformation to
the theoretically predicted, orientationally
ordered Pa3 cubic structure (17)], it is likely
that rotation of the H2 molecules begins to
be preferred in the hcp structure at high
pressure, with the rotation axis parallel to
the c axis.
The four pressure-volume data points ob-

tained from the synchrotron experiment are

plotted at 300 K in Fig. 4 together with the
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Fig. 2. A representative energy-dispersive x-ray

diffraction spectrum for solid hydrogen [(101)
reflection] at high pressure.

results ofthe previous study conducted with
the conventional x-ray source (14). Earlier
determinations of the equation of state are

also plotted for comparison. The more com-

pressible curve is the room-temperature

EOS determined by Shimizu ct al. (8) from
Brillouin scattering data. The least com-

pressible curve is the EOS ofvan Straaten et
al. (9) corrected for the thermal pressure at

300 K with the Mie-Gruneisen model of
Hemmes et al. (18). The two EOS differ by
40% in pressure (10% in density) at 20
GPa. The present data lie at intermediate
volumes for all pressures. The solid line
represents a fit to the diamond-anvil x-ray

diffraction data with a phenomenological
equation of state (19), in which we have
constrained Ko by earlier low-temperature
results to 2.5 GPa (20).
The new structural information on solid

hydrogen, indicating increasing amnsotropy
with pressure, provides insight into the dis-
crepancies between previous determinations
of the EOS. Shimizu et al. (8) assumed that
solid hydrogen was elastically isotropic in
order to calculate density-pressure relation
from sound velocities. Van Straaten etal. (9)
assumed an isotropic index of refraction in
order to calculate its pressure dependence
from the observed fringe shift as a function
of the angle of incident light. As stated in
their paper, the principal inaccuracy in the
EOS arose from the error in index of refrac-
tion. The differences between the three
curves are at a minimum at 5 GPa and
increase with pressure, in accordance with
the increasing anisotropy ofhydrogen above
5 GPa.
The new EOS for hydrogen can be used

to estimate the pressure of the molecular-to-
atomic transition predicted at higher pres-

sures. From a comparison between the
Gibbs free energy of the molecular phase
determined by integration of theextrapolat-

I-bbu ~
Ideal

0 0

1.600 _ § _

Hydrogen, 300 K

1.550
0.0 10.0 20.0

tional ordering, and vibron-softening but
has yet to be determined experimentally.

30.0
Pressure (GPa)

Fig. 3. Pressure dependence of the da ratio in
solid hydrogen. The dashed line is the ideal value
for the hcp structure. For the two highest pressure
points, only two reflections were detected. The
error bars represent the uncertainty propagated in
a least-squares fit to the measured d values.

30 F

la
0L

a
a

0.

20 F

10 F

n

4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
Volume (cm3/mol)

Fig. 4. Pressure-volume data for solid hydrogen
at room temperature and the equations of state
determined in previous investigations. Symbols:
(0), data from this study; (+), data from (14);
solidline, equation-of-state fit to the present data
with Ko obtained from a fit to low-pressure, low-
temperature data of (20); dashed line, fit with
data from Shimizu et al. (8); and dotted line, fit
with data from van Straaten et al. (9) corrected to
300 K.

ed experimental EOS and the free energies
reported recently for possible monatomic

phases (21), we obtain a lower bound on the
transition pressure of 230 GPa. This lower
bound, which includes the uncertainty asso-

ciated with the extrapolation of the experi-

mental EOS, is consistent with recent theo-
retical treatments of both the molecular and
monatomic phases (21, 22). A higher com-

pressibility of the molecular phase at high
densities is predicted theoretically, a result
that shifts the theoretical bounds on the
transition pressure to somewhat higher pres-

sures (21, 22). Thiseffect may be associated
with stabilization of the molecular phase at

higher pressures by band overlap, orienta-
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A Single Receptor Binds Both Insulin-Like Growth
Factor II and Mannose-6-Phosphate

RIcHARD G. MACDONALD, SUZANNE R. PFEFFER, LISA COUSSENS,
MARK A. TEPPER, CAROL M. BROCKLEBANK, JOHN E. MOLE,
JACQUELINE K. ANDERSON, ELLSON CHEN, MICHAEL P. CZECH,
AXEL ULLRICH

Amino acid sequences deduced from rat complementary DNA dones encoding the
insulin-like growth factor II (IGF-ll) receptor closely resemble those of the bovine
cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (Man-6-P receptorCl), suggesting
they are identical structures. It is also shown that IGF-II receptors are adsorbed by
immobilized pentamannosyl-6-phosphate and are specifically eluted with Man-6-P.
Furthermore, Man-6-P specifically increases by about two times the apparent affinity
ofthe purified rat placental reccptor for 125I-labeled IGF-II. These results indicate that
the type II IGF receptor contains cooperative, high-affinity binding sites for both IGF-
II and Man-6-P-containing proteins.

T HE INSULIN-LIKE GROWTHr FAC-
tors (IGF) I and II exhibit substan-
tial sequence homology to the hor-

mone insulin, which regulates important
metabolic effects in humans and other ani-
mals (1). The IGF peptides mimic insulin
action on cellular transport and metabolic
pathways and, in many cell types, enhance
cell proliferation more potently than insulin
(1). Three major cell surface receptors bind
these peptides with overlapping specificities
(2). Insulin and IGF-I receptors, denoted as
type I, bind their respective ligands with
high affinity (dissociation constant, Kd = 1
nM), but also bind both heterologous pep-
tides with lower affinity. The type I recep-
tors possess heterotetrameric a242 subunit
structures (3) and intrinsic ligand-activated
tyrosine kinase activities (4) that are essen-
tial for their biological functions (5). In
contrast, the type II IGF receptor preferen-
tially binds IGF-II (Kd = 1 nM) with high-
er affinity than IGF-I, but has no affinity for
insulin. This receptor consists of a single
polypeptide chain (2, 6) lacking detectable
kinase activity (7), and its physiological role
is unclear.

In this study of IGF-II receptor function,
we obtained amino acid sequences of 14
tryptic peptides derived from the affinity-
purified rat placental receptor and synthe-
sized oligonucleotide probes based on two
of these sequences (8). Several overlapping
dones encoding the receptor were isolated
from a complementary DNA (cDNA) i-
brary prepared from total polyadenylated rat
placental RNA (9). The composite sequence
of 7470 bp contains a 6180-bp open read-
ing frame coding for 2060 amino acids
followed by a 1290-bp 3' noncoding region.
The cDNA sequence encodes 11 of the 14
chemically identified receptor peptides, but
is still incomplete because the reading frame
extends to the extreme 5' end. Comparison

ofour deduced rat IGF-II receptor sequence
with other proteins contained within a labo-
ratory protein data bank revealed a remark-
ably high degree of identity (79%) with the
recently described sequence of the bovine
cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate
receptor (Man-6-P receptorCi) (10).

Several interesting structural features are
revealed upon comparison of the deduced
amino acid sequences of the putative cyto-
plasmic domains of the rat IGF-II receptor,
the human IGF-II receptor (11), and the
bovine Man-6-P receptorCl (10). These se-
quences are 167, 164, and 163 amino acids
long, respectively, with an overall 58% se-
quence identity (Fig. 1). Five regions (Fig.
1, boxed and numbered 1 to 5) show a high
degree of sequence conservation among the
three species (91% identity compared with
38% for the remaining segments). The five
highly conserved regions contain sequences
that suggest important functional domains.
Region 1, adjacent to the transmembrane
sequence, is highly charged as expected for a
cytoplasmic stop transfer sequence. Region
2 contains a sequence with the potential to
be a substrate for protein kinase C or adeno-
sine 3',5'-monophosphate (cAMP)-depen-
dent protein kinase, or both. Region 3 is a
highly acidic domain analogous to those of
several other receptors [for example, the low
density lipoprotein (LDL), transferrin, and
asialoglycoprotein receptors] that occur at
about the same distance from the transmem-
brane domain (12). This region also con-
tains potential tyrosine and serine phospho-
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